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Snohomish County Bar
Member Newsletter

SCBA Newsletter has a New Look
The Bar Poll Approaches

W r i t t e n  b y  T h e  B a r  O f f i c e

Your 2022 Snohomish County Bar Association
membership dues must be paid in full
You must have Bar Association voting status
You must practice or reside in Snohomish County

Hello again, legal eagles! As you can see, the Newsletter has

gotten a facelift! We appreciate your patience as we adapt to

the new platform. 

To aid the governor’s office in their selection of our two newest

Superior Court judges, SCBA will conduct a poll of our voting

members. This online secure survey will ask you to evaluate

each candidate in key areas.

 

To qualify for participation in this poll:

You will all be receiving the Bar Poll on the week of May 2nd.

Please contact Director, Cynthia Dasté for dues at

director@snobar.org.
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About Bar News 

All editorial material including editorial comment
appearing herein represents the views of the respective
authors and does not necessarily carry the endorsement
of the Association or the Board of Trustees. Likewise, the
publication of any advertisement is not to be construed
as an endorsement of the product or service offered
unless it is specifically stated in the ad that there is such
approval or endorsement. 

Bar News is published monthly by Snohomish County
Bar Association, P.O. Box 5429, Everett, WA 98206.

 Ads, articles, announcements and changes of address
all go to director@snobar.org . Submissions are due by
the 15th.
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Welcome to our Two Newest 
SCBA Board Trustees!

Michael Lang and Michael Chin are joining the SCBA team 
as members of the Board.   

Michael Lang is a graduate from
University of Washington - 

Aeronautical Engineering, University 
of Michigan - Master in Mechanical

Engineering, Seattle University -Master
in Business, Seattle University-Law  

Michael Chin is a graduate of the
University of Washington - School of Law

Taxation, Gonzaga School of Law - 
Juris Doctor, and has a B.A. in History

and Political Science - Saint Mary's
College
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Congratulations to those who passed the 2022
Washington State Bar Exam!

 
The Swearing-In Ceremony will be held on 

May 12th at 4 p.m., in the Jury Assembly Room 2-600,
 on the second floor of the Snohomish County Courthouse

Building at 3000 Rockefeller Ave., Everett, WA 98201
 

Please contact the SCBA Director Cynthia Dasté at
director@snobar.org to RSVP.

 
 

Swearing-In Ceremony



Dealing with Market Disruption 
Marya C. Noyes, 123LLLT, MBA

Greetings Readers: 

How is everyone? How is your business?
Survive the pandemic in one piece? 

If your billable hours took a hit during the
pandemic know that you are not alone.
According to Clio’s Report on COVID’S
Impact on the legal industry, at the end of
December 2021, nationally new matter
creation was down about 40% in year
over year creation. ¹

expenses and 16% were not caught up on
their rent.² That is not exactly surprising. In
April 2020, the height of the pandemic, the
unemployment rate in the United States
shot up to 14.7%. Thankfully, the job
market seems to have recovered since
2020. According to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the unemployment rate hit
3.6% in March of 2022.³

Meanwhile, monthly billing volume ended the
year less than 5% less than the year before. 

There is little argument that the COVID-19
pandemic created enormous disruption in the
legal industry and across the entire U.S.
economy. According to the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities, in October 2021
approximately 28% of U.S. adults had
difficulty covering their basic 

However you measure it, the COVID-19
pandemic created tremendous disruption in  

 our county and in our lives. It upset the usual and
customary ways we communicate with each other and
the way we do business. Now that the pandemic is
over(ish), you may be tempted to wipe your forehead
and thank your lucky stars your business survived.
Back to business as usual. Right? 

Well, what if that is not the case? What if constant
disruption is now “the new normal”? (I apologize for the
overused cliché.) In all seriousness, bear with me for a
second. I realize this is a very uncomfortable topic for   
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an industry that prides itself on doing things the same way
our forefathers did when our country was founded. I would
like to suggest that it may be reasonable to assume the
cadence of business disruption is not likely to dissipate. In
fact, consider for a second how your business would survive
if “constant disruption” is just how we do things now?  

As strange as it may sound, the U.S. population seems to
have adjusted to the near constant level of uncertainty for
the past two years. Statistics show that people have
adapted. In February 2022, according to the U.S.
Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis,
personal savings rates dropped to 6.3%. I wrote an article
about this phenomenon in June of 2020, however, in case
you need a reminder, research shows there is a positive
correlation between the public’s level of uncertainty and
personal savings rate. For example, in April 2020, at the
height of the fear about the pandemic, U.S. savings rate
shot up to 33.80%. ⁴ Now, whether people have just
accepted the near constant level of chaos as background
noise as they go about their daily lives, or the average U.S.
citizen has somehow developed level of stoicism previously

 unseen in history is really a topic for a different
kind of article. (If you are interested, Malcom
Gladwell has a terrific chapter on this topic in his
book, David and Goliath. I highly recommend it.)
⁵ The point is, that while one person’s reaction to
adversity is difficult to predict, studies show that
groups of people will adapt to difficulty. It’s what
people do. If they are going to survive, they
learn to adapt. 

That being said, while groups of people may
adapt to difficulty, businesses may not. A
cursory review of the topic makes it abundantly
clear that not all industries make it through
market disruptions. For example, at its height in
the 1990s Blockbuster owned over 9,000 video-
rental stores and employed over 84,000 people
worldwide.⁶ Now, compare those numbers with
the current market. Has anyone seen a
Blockbuster Video around lately? I think I read
somewhere the last one in Bend Oregon was
turned into an AirBnB.
                                           Continued on page 9 
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Make Sure Your Court Reporter is Really a Court Reporter
By Melissa B. Buchman and Mary Pierce

 I am an attorney who has been practicing
in California since 2008, despite my near
14 years’ experience in civil litigation,
specifically family law, something recently
occurred in a trial that was so mind
boggling it actually caused my client and
me to question our realities, perceptions,
and recollections.

What could possibly cause an attorney
and her client so much doubt?
Well, in preparation for the trial on a
domestic violence restraining order
(DVRO) being requested by my client, the
opposing counsel took my client’s remote
deposition (COVID-19 protocol), and I
defended her at it. The noticing attorney,
as is customary, hired the “court reporter”
for the deposition. The “court reporter”
appeared in-person with the noticing
attorney and his client all in the same
room at the attorney’s office, while my
client and I attended remotely.

 

Everything sounds normal so far, right? Well, a few weeks
later, I got the copy of the certified transcript of my client’s
deposition and gave it to my client to review. My client
noticed an exchange between her and opposing counsel
that didn't match her recollection. In fact, the exchange, as
recorded in the transcript, was the exact opposite of the
answer she remembered giving during the deposition,
where opposing counsel presented a narrative that
painted my client in a horrible light, and -- according to the
transcript -- my client's response was basically “that's
correct.” My client and I both remembered her giving a
detailed refutation of the lawyer’s framing, but there was
no sign of such refutation in the transcript. Upon further
review, that exchange wasn't the only section that we
recalled differently. Turns out entire chunk of testimony,
including emotional testimony wherein my client gave
vivid, descriptive statements of a horrible event that had
transpired, were missing. There were even questions that I
remembered the opposing counsel asking my client, and
me thinking that they were great questions for me to ask
when I take a deposition, and the questions and answers
to them were suddenly gone from the deposition
transcript. When



we contacted the opposing counsel and told him
that there was a lot of testimony missing from the
transcript, his response was that the transcript is
“flawless.” When my client contacted the court
reporting company and told them there was
testimony missing, they responded that their
investigation concluded that the transcript was
accurate.

Could both my client and I have the same false
memories of her testimony during the deposition?
On the day of the DVRO trial, opposing counsel
sought to lodge a copy of my client’s deposition
transcript, which my client had refused to sign, to
use the transcript to impeach my client. When I
filed an objection stating that the transcript was
inaccurate and was missing substantial testimony,
once again the opposing the counsel argued to the
court that the transcript was “flawless” and that the
transcript was certified and that “meant something.”
The Court admittedly looked at my client and me
like we were crazy. How can a party challenge a 
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deposition transcript that was certified? The Court
told me that I if I wanted to challenge the veracity
of the transcript, then it was my burden and I
needed to subpoena the court reporter and
cross-examine the reporter in court. The Court
then proceeded with the trial on my client’s
DVRO. Luckily, the trial did not finish that day and
was continued for another three months.

During those three months, my client doggedly
perused the mystery of the missing deposition
testimony. She demanded that the court reporting
company do a further investigation, climbing up
the food chain of the company’s authority. She
requested the audio recording of the deposition,
a copy of the reporter’s notes, anything that could
assist us. All her requests were denied.
Finally, approximately three months later and six
days before the return trial date on a DVRO, we
received an email from the Director of Operations
at said court reporting company confirming what 
                                           Continued on page 10 
                                                



Continued from page 6

Speaking of which, how is their successor Netflix
doing lately? Anyone watching their stock price? By
end of business on Thursday, it appears to have
dropped 57% in the last year. Yikes. 

The pace of disruption is increasing.

Whether due to environmental disasters like climate
change, societal disasters like global war, or just
technological innovation, there seems to be little
doubt in the general business literature the pace of
disruption will only increase. Renowned Austrian
economist, Joseph Schumpeter, described the
innovation that led to overwhelming competitive
advantage and market disruption as “creative
destruction.” As the pace of innovation quickens,
product life cycles will continue to contract. It is now
estimated that the life cycle for consumer products
has been shortened to about two years.⁷
Furthermore, if a business is not  quick to introduce a
product to market, it risks launching goods or
services that have already been superseded by
competitors. So, how do you avoid having your 

business “Blockbustered?” Frankly, I don’t have
enough room left in this article to present a thorough
review of all the literature on the topic. Just know
that there is a plethora of business literature just
waiting for your reading pleasure. A prime example
of which is Leo Tilman and Charles Jacoby’s book,
“Agility: How to Navigate the Unknown and Seize
Opportunity in a World of Disruption.”In that book,
the authors suggest that “evolutionary fitness of an
organization is determined by their ability to
effectively respond to environmental changes.” They
recommend that companies need to be agile if they
are going to survive in an ever-changing
environment. Sounds great, but what exactly does
the word “agile” mean when applying it to a
business? The authors suggest that, agility can be
deconstructed into its fundamental components:
detection, assessment, and response.⁸  

Detection is relatively obvious. Generally, the
suggestion is to have a system in place that
systematically reviews the business landscape. If
built correctly, the system recognizes and  
                                         Continued on Page 11
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Continued from page 8

my client and I knew all along:

“Good afternoon... and Melissa –
We have investigated the issue at great length with
the additional details you provided were able to
determine that there was a missing portion of the
transcript produced to the parties.

I have spoken at great length with our quality control
manager and I now understand that an error was
made when the transcript was originally being
formatted and finalized back in September. The
missing section of testimony which is included in the
amended final transcript was originally written, but
was errantly not merged into the transcript as the files
were being put together and finalized. The amended
final transcript includes an additional 55 pages of
testimony beginning on page 242 of the transcript
that was produced to the parties in September. The
55 pages will span from page 242/Line 2 to 296/Line
25 of the amended final transcript.” 

At least an hour of testimony had been missing! Fifty-

five pages that should’ve come between when
opposing counsel provided his inaccurate (and
maligning) narrative and when my client said
“correct.” To someone who wasn't at the
deposition, the missing testimony wasn't just a
seamless omission, it was a damning one. Such a
foundational error undermines trust in the entire
legal process.

While trying to wrap my head around how 60
minutes of testimony could seamlessly disappear
from a deposition transcript, I was put in touch
with Mary Pierce, president of the Deposition
Reporters Association of California (CalDRA). I
learned that the person who presented himself as
a “court reporter” for the deposition was, in fact,
what is often referred to as a “digital recorder” and
not a California-licensed court reporter. Unlike a
California CSR, digital recorders are neither
licensed by nor subject to the oversight of any
regulatory board in California.
A digital recorder simply uses recording
equipment to capture proceedings rather than
stenography. The agency that hires the digital 
                                        Continued on page  12       



 Continued from page 9

identifies a tornado before it takes out the entire
building. Obviously, in an unstable landscape it
makes zero sense not to have some level of
warning system when things are about to go south.

Assessment. According to Tilman and Jacoby,
senior leaders must continually assess and explain
to the whole organization what information is
needed to shape strategy, manage risk, and direct
execution. In a smaller business, I assume this
advice translates into relatively regular company
meetings or memos on the direction of the
company and general industry trends. 

Response. The authors posit that there are two
kinds of responses to organizational change.
Senior leaders oversee changes to the overall
company business model, strategy, and financial
objectives in direct response to major market
disruption. Meanwhile, empowered, and informed
employees are involved in the tactical response to
the strategic execution of these changes. ⁹ Clearly,
both responses require an understanding of the 

. 

everchanging business landscape to be effective.

Please understand this is only one book. As
previously stated, there is a tremendous amount of
business literature available for the reader interested
in learning more about how to effectively survive and
thrive through market disruption. As business cycles
increase and the world continues to experience
change, it becomes abundantly clear the legal
industry and individual practitioners will have to
continue to adapt if they expect to thrive as product
cycles continue to contract. 

1 COVID-19’s Impact on the Legal Industry, CLIO.
https://www.clio.com/resources/legal-trends/covid-impact/
2 Tracking the Covid-19 Economy’s Effects on Food, Housing, and Employment
Hardships, Center on Budget, and Policy Priorities.
https://www.cbpp.org/research/poverty-and-inequality/tracking-the-covid-19-
economys-effects-on-food-housing-and
3 Employment Situation Summary, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Friday, April 1,
2022. https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
4 Personal Income and Outlays – Personal Savings Rate (PSAVERT] 1/1/1959 to
2/1/2022, U.S Bureau of Economic Analysis. https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?
id=PSAVERT
5 Gladwell, Malcom. David and Goliath. Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling
Giants. Little, Brown and Company, 2013. 
6 Olito, Frank. “The Rise and Fall of Blockbuster.” The Business Insider, August 20,
2020. https://www.businessinsider.com/rise-and-fall-of-blockbuster
7 Peirce, Freddie. “The product life cycle is in decline.” Supply Chain, May 17, 2020.
https://supplychaindigital.com/procurement/product-life-cycle-decline
8 Jacoby, Charles and Tilman, Leo. Agility: How to Navigate the Unknown and
Seize Opportunity in a World of Disruption. Tilman & Company, 2019. 
9 Ibid. 

https://www.clio.com/resources/legal-trends/covid-impact/
https://www.cbpp.org/research/poverty-and-inequality/tracking-the-covid-19-economys-effects-on-food-housing-and
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?id=PSAVERT
https://www.businessinsider.com/rise-and-fall-of-blockbuster
https://supplychaindigital.com/procurement/product-life-cycle-decline
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recorder then sends the recorded proceeding, in
short clips, to several different individuals, oftentimes
located in foreign countries, for transcription. After a
transcriber completes their respective segment, it is
returned to the court reporting agency, which then
assembles the segments into one transcript.
In my situation, there was an epic failure during the
assembly process of the subject deposition
transcript, when approximately one hour of recorded
questions and answers were omitted collectively
from the transcript.

In my years of practice in California, I have always
retained the services of a stenographic certified
shorthand reporter licensed by the state of California
for those depositions, which I notice. In fact, in this
particular situation, the deposition notice provided
that the deposition would be reported by a CSR and
I had no reason to think that the “court reporter” who
presented himself at the deposition was in fact not a
CSR, as I was expecting for the deposition notice.
The person who signed off on my transcript was not
a licensee and, therefore, is not vested in any legal
authority to certify its accuracy.

In fact, this type of transcript does not meet the
burden for admissibility at trial without having to lay
a foundation. California Code of Civil Procedure
2025 340(m) states, “If no stenographic record of
the deposition testimony has previously been made,
the party offering an audio or video recording of the
testimony under Section 2025.620 shall accompany
that order with a stenographic transcript prepared
from that recording.” The law is clear that when it
refers to a stenographic transcript that means it
must be prepared by a California-licensed CSR.
Between my client and me, we spent many
frustrating hours trying to convince opposing
counsel and the court reporting agency that there
were problems in the transcript and that the
problems needed to be corrected. In my deposition
notices, I had always specified that the deposition
would be reported by a certified stenographic
reporter. I simply added the words “the deposition
will be recorded by stenographic means” and never
included language that made a licensed
stenographer an option. 
But, as I mentioned, I did not notice these deposit-
                                               Continued on Page 14 
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Continued from page 10

ions and the attorney who did, even though he indicated
in his notice that the deposition would be recorded by
stenographic means, did not think it was a problem to
go forward with the deposition when the court reporting
company did not send him a CSR because probably,
since the deposition was remote, I would never be able
to tell that the “court reporter” wasn't actually typing. So
I now confirm before my deposition starts, whether I
noticed it or not, that the individual who has appeared
for my deposition as the court reporter is a certified
shorthand reporter in the State of California, as in my is
my right. CCP 2025.330 (h) states, Unless the parties
agree or the court orders otherwise, the testimony, as
well as any stated objections, shall be taken
stenographically.  If taken stenographically, it shall be
by a person certified pursuant to Article 3 (commencing
with Section 8020) of Chapter 13 of Division 3 of the
Business and Professions Code.”
Furthermore, I am appearing remotely if I am 

appearing remotely, I look for the letters “CSR,”
followed by a certification number, and the name of
anyone who appears in the role of court reporter
and verbally confirm that they are indeed licensed
by the State of California. You can even ask to see
their license before the deposition starts.

My understanding is that there is currently a very
tight supply of duly licensed stenographic reporters
in California. As a result, some large court
reporting agencies have turned to the use of digital
recorders, operated by hourly employees they
have solicited through places like Craigslist and
trained for a few weeks. Again, there is no testing
nor licensing requirement for digital recorders
serving in the indispensable role of guardian of the
record. There is also no licensure or certification
required for the transcriptionist to whom files are
sent. 

In contrast, licensed stenographic reporters must 
                                            Continued on Page 16 
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Continued from page 14

undergo rigorous training that involves years of
schooling and dedicated practice to attain the skill set
required to be an accurate and proficient reporter. In
addition, they must satisfy state licensing
requirements, which include a series of tests for which
the annual pass rate rarely exceeds 25 percent. They
must meet the minimum passing grade of 97.5%
accuracy to obtain a license. These licensed CSRs
are vested with the legal authority to attest to the
accuracy of each transcript they report and to have its
admissibility be automatic because of their tested and
proven credentials. Additionally, licensed CSRs are
officers of the court. These are the professionals that I
now make sure are present at any deposition I attend.
Only then can one be certain that the transcript will be
accurate, complete, and automatically admissible in
court.

So, you may be wondering, after all that, what
happened in the DVRO trial when I returned to court
after solving the mystery of the missing deposition
transcript testimony? It was too late. Our wild
accusation made at the prior hearing that the
transcript was missing testimony had already left a
bad impression with the court regarding my client's
credibility. Because it had a busy calendar that

 day, the court gave us the short shrift and (i)
denied my motion in limine and request to strike
from the record the erroneous deposition transcript
that it had already admitted, even after the court
was informed of the court reporting company’s
confirmation that the deposition transcript was
erroneous, and (ii) denied my client’s DVRO
request -- stating that my client, the one who
remembered an hour’s worth of her testimony that
was missing from a transcript as compared to the
opposing party and his counsel who both argued
that the transcript was “flawless” was not credible.
Courts are used to warning counsel about “bells”
that cannot be “unrung” for the jury, but it turns out
a totally flawed transcript is a bell that even the
court can't unring from its own mind.
So, the lesson of the story is: Never take a
deposition or defend a deposition unless it is
before a certified shorthand reporter in the State of
California. The success or failure of your case may
depend upon it.

Melissa B. Buchman is a family law attorney at The Law
Offices of Melissa B. Buchman and Mary Pierce is
former president of the Deposition Reporters Association
of California. Reprinted with permission from the Daily
Journal. ©Daily Journal Corporation. All rights reserved.
Reprinted by ReprintPros 949-702-5390.
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We are pleased to announce a recent evolution of the
Snohomish County Superior Drug Court Programs 

The Adult and Family Drug Treatment Courts 
will now be known as 

ADULT AND FAMILY RECOVERY COURTS
 

The name change reflects the program’s focus on
individual and family recovery and wellness. The
programs continue to be committed to the drug court
model and best practice standards to reduce
recidivism, reunite families, and reconnect individuals
to the community.    

We are in the process of transitioning to Recovery Courts.
Please look for the Recovery Court name on court
calendars, court orders, and program forms. 

Thank you for the support!
The Adult and Family Recovery Court Teams
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5/9/22 Bench Bar Conference CLE Regarding ADR – Zoom  
12:00p.m. – 1:00p.m. 

 
 

On May 9, the Family Law Section of the Snohomish County Bar is pleased to host members of our
Superior Court bench to discuss the recent changes to the ADR rules in family law cases. 

 
This information is important for practitioners to understand the Court’s expectations and to comply with

the new requirements that have evolved as the pandemic has progressed. 
 

This will be a valuable opportunity for practitioners to gain understanding and insight from the Superior
Court and should not be missed! 

 
Zoom Link Coming Soon!

 





The SCBA Lawyer Referral Service

The LRS is looking for new members to assist in making the legal system more
accessible to the public. 

We especially need attorneys who practice in the following areas of law:
Civil Rights

Internet Privacy
Labor and Industries/Workers Compensation

HIPPAA/Privacy
Social Security (all areas)

Taxation
Environmental

Landlord 
Crypto/Blockchain

 
 Any interested parties please contact Gregory

Altringer at service@snobar.org

ThankThankThank
you!you!you!
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